KK: where is everyone from?

Leah Rineck: Milwaukee

Andrea Dandola-DePaolo: from the Garden State New Jersey

Kelly Sutton: South Carolina

Aurora Gonzales: Philippines

Jacqueline Coomes: Washington State

Denise Spangler: Athens, GA

Christina Dawood: Australia

Rob Matyska: Bloomington, IN

Halil Tasova: Athens, GA

Jackie Murawska: Chicago, IL

Michael Lanstrum: Cuyahoga Community College in Cleveland, OH

Karen Terrell: Massachusetts/Rhode Island

hyejin park: Athens, GA

Kristin Keith: Everyone can type their questions here!

Jason Johnson: when is the best time to submit to JRME?

Aurora Gonzales: What could be the main reason for getting a "reject" response from the review team?

Jason Johnson: fall? spring?

Karen Terrell: Is there a kind of research that JRME leans towards? I was once told that my work with pre-service teachers is better for other journals...

Jason Johnson: summer?

Aurora Gonzales: correction.. "response"

Jason Johnson: Is JRME interested in international research? My research takes place in the Middle East

Kelly Sutton: How many pages on average is an accepted manuscript?
Karen Terrell: Thanks!

Jason Johnson: Are there JRME approved faculty or staff available to help guild newbies?

Halil Tasova: After receiving the resubmission, are you assigning the same reviewer to the manuscript?

Aurora Gonzales: ok... thanks!

Halil Tasova: How likely are you giving R&R decision twice for the same manuscript?

Denise Spangler: Did the question about main reasons for a "reject" decision get answered?

Jason Johnson: What are some of the most common errors in manuscripts?

Halil Tasova: Thanks!

Aurora Gonzales: DEnise Spangler, yes.

Denise Spangler: I was thinking about manuscript flaws that lead to rejection.

Denise Spangler: Reject after full review

Rob Matyska: can Jinfa share his screen with the group?

Nicole Louie: I think the site is https://www.nctm.org/publications/write-review-referee/journals/Characteristics-of-a-High-Quality-JRME-Manuscript/

Rob Matyska: yes, thank you. Just thought it might be good to focus the group's attention. But thank you!

Aurora Gonzales: Nicole Louie, thank you.

Aurora Gonzales: yes.

Nicole Louie: I can stop asking questions any time if you all have more!

Nicole Louie::)

Halil Tasova: Regarding the last conversation, Say, you received a manuscript from an international author and the manuscript is very well written except the language issue. Would you still sent it to reviewers or would you suggest the author to revise the language and resubmit?

Halil Tasova: Thanks
Jinfa Cai: thank you all

Jinfa Cai: jcai@udel.edu, email me if any questions

Daniel Reinholtz: Thanks everyone -- it was a pleasure talking with you tonight.

Nicole Louie: Thanks everyone! I learn something new every time :)

Marcy Wood: Thanks everyone!

Regina Washington: thank you